Who is OCL?

- Custom lighting manufacturer
- Standard and modified products
- Responsive to customer needs
- Broad selection—classic to contemporary
- Best quality
Broad Range of Styles

Classic  Transitional  Contemporary

All available in LED
Quality
2019 Products Poster
2019 Products Poster
Custom & Modified Solutions

- Over 45 years of experience
- Wide choice of scale, finish, optics, mounting
- Start with an idea...
Large Scale

Custom

- 30' tall;
- 3 acrylic sections/fixture
- 12” diameter
Replication & Restoration
LARGE SCALE
Metal Rings:

**Solo & Twin**

- **Solo**: Direct Distribution
- **Twin**: Indirect-direct distribution
- Standard diameters up to 10’
- Rolled extrusion
Modification: 20’ diameter
Metal Rings:

**Aro**

- 2’ – 6’ diameter
- Outward-facing lens
- Larger sizes, unique shapes & cluster pendants available as modifications

Inward-facing lens available as a modification

1.5” diameter cross section
Aro Cluster

5’, 4’ and 3’ diameter rings
Modification:
Aro Cluster
Loop

• One-piece matte white acrylic diffuser

• Seamless

• 14”, 24”, 36” 48”, 72” diameters

• 120lm/W
Loop

14” 24” 36” 48” 72”

Loop Ceiling

14” 24”

Shroud
Loop
Loop with shroud (LO2)

Standard Shroud

Modified Shroud
Loop

- Full color tuning (modification)
- White tuning (modification)
Glowring

- 2’-8’ diameters
- >95 lm/W

4”x4” cross section
94” Glowring

• One piece, no seams
• Special handling
GlowRing Acoustic

- Standard diameters: 2'-6'
- 6 standard colors: gray, silver, blue, red, charcoal, white
- Larger sizes and other colors available; contact factory
- Acoustic felt rated at 0.85 NRC
Acoustic Felt – Standard Colors

• Minimum 75% recycled plastic bottle flake
• NRC = 0.85

OCL Standard Colors

Blue  Red  Charcoal  Grey  Silver  White
Glowring Ceiling
2’-6’ diameters
Glowring
Recessed
2', 3', 4' diameters
SMALL SCALE
Centro

- Cast aluminum
- No pixilation; >300 LEDs on board
- Efficient (110 lm/W)
  - Up to 35W pendant
  - Up to 25W surface
Centro Outdoor

- Wet location sconce
- 15W & 25W
- Up to 2750 lm
Royale

- Cast aluminum
- No pixilation; >300 LEDs on board
- Efficient (110 lm/W)
- Up to 35W
Nova

- 18” (99 lm/W)
- 24” (107 lm/W)
- 36” (109 lm/W)
- Centro optic (up to 100W)
- 1 or 2-tone paint options
Pleatz

- One-piece acrylic (seamless)
- Efficient (100 lm/W); up to 25W standard
- Internal diffuser: silicone prismatic
- Integral driver

14" diameter
• Cast aluminum housing
• 4” diameter, 5” tall
• 10W, 15W, 25W
• Remote driver in canopy or recessed box
Bamboo

- Interior or exterior sconce

Bamboo Sconce

Vega Sconce
Fiori

- Pendant, sconce, ceiling
- Extruded and machined body
- Lens accessories: clear, spread, color, louver
Fiori

Wet location option

Integral LED driver
Glowstick

• Machined aluminum housing
• Performance acrylic light rod
  – 1.5” diameter
  – 2”, 6”, 12”, 18”, 24” rod lengths
  – Custom lengths available
• 9W LED, dimmable
Glowstick Cluster

- Contact factory for custom configurations
- Standard clusters
  - 3, 5 and 7 Glowsticks
- Standard single canopy

Clusters may be modified to use constant voltage drivers and boards to reduce driver count and cost.
Glowstick Cluster
Glowball

- 4.5” diameter, 6 watts
- cast aluminum housing
- silicone lens
- standard RGBW and tunable white
- custom clusters
Tubie

- Linear LED systems
- Custom lengths available
- Integral LED downlight option
- Up to 140 lm/W delivered
- Tunable white and RGBW standard
Tubie
Cluster modifications
Kwyet

- 3 standard shapes, 36” diameter
- custom sizes & shapes
- acoustic panels field-installed
- 3” diameter Tubie light engine
- 12” tall light engine; optional downlight
Dash

- LED, remote driver
- Extruded aluminum, 1.5” diam.
- Rotatable optic

Individual or continuous runs with optional flex connectors
Una and Duo

- Pendant, surface, wall and recessed
- Custom individual lengths
- Continuous runs
- Horizontal & vertical corners
New Products
Available Mid 2020

Liner

- 1.75” square cross section
- individual or continuous runs
- standard RGBW and tunable white
Stealth

- 1.75" square cross section
- silicone lens faces down, inside or outside
- optional acoustic panel
- standard RGBW and tunable white
- standard squares up to 72"
- custom sizes, clusters & shapes
Rev

- 1.75” square cross section
- lens faces inside or outside
- optional acoustic panel
- standard RGBW and tunable white
- custom sizes & shapes